
Informed Decisions = Big Rewards
Buy the right tie for the right reasons.

Know why you're buying a tie and what you 

want out of it. Always keep the end in mind. 

Before you buy a tie, start by asking yourself:

Know Why You're Buying A Tie

How often will I wear the tie? 

What's my budget?

Know What You're Buying
Regardless of budget, spend some time on the details.

You don't need to be a Grabatologist (tie 

collector) but you should know…

Does the tie meet the minimum 

requirements?

Made of silk, cashmere, wool/cotton blends, silk/cashmere 
blends - NOT polyester

Keeper is made from the same material as the shell

Wool lining (Cotton is also acceptable but wool is better)
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Measure It Up
Great style is all about fit and proportions.

The width of your tie should be about the same 

size as your jacket lapels. Optimum tie length 

depends on height (distance from the collar to 

the belt) and the type of knots you wear. Body 

type also plays a factor for tie width and length:



Colour and Patterns
Refined is always the best style.

What shirt and suit will I wear with the tie?

Your tie should contrast against your shirt. 

Avoid more than two patterns. And NEVER 

wear a patterned suit, shirt and tie.

How often will I wear the tie?

Bolder colours (red, yellow, purple etc.) are 

less versatile than a navy blue. People will 

notice when you wear it. The bolder the 

colour and pattern the less wear frequency.

Peace of Mind
Care and attention to detail.

Packaging and shipment of the tie can tell you 

a lot about the care and detail the company 

puts into your purchase.

I know the return, exchange and warranty policies and 
I'm okay with them.

I know if I have a problem I can reach someone to 
address it.

I get tracking information and I know what the ties are 
stored in when shipped.



A Certain 'je ne sais quoi'
Connection to your tie is a personal one.

Although not required, any one of these 

characteristics adds a sense of 

attachment that strengthens your 

confidence when you wear it.

Handmade

Made in a country that gives you pride or 
renowned for artisanship

History or iconic characteristics

Brand prestige

Sartorial construction (multiple folds)

Don't let your tie ruin 
the respect you seek.
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